school Hollywood glam
(think Hedy Lamarr,
Carole Lombard, Vivian
Leigh) and Provençal
garden, with a healthy
dose of romantic
Moorish touches.
Today’s white stucco
edifice is a 56 room
boutique hotel, plus
semi-detached casitas
that feature large private
patios and spacious,
two-person hot tubs.
On the lush grounds
you’ll find a stunning
cabana dotted pool,
state-of-the-art gym,
and a wellness spa.

Rust roofed 56 rooms and casitas dot the vibrant Colony Palms.

Gorgeous views and palm
trees dot the premises.

A Desert Rose

Poolside dining is a must
at Colony Palms

The glamorous pool’s décor is Moroccan flair meets LA glamour.

The Colony Palms Hotel,
Palm Springs, from
gangster’s lair to a
paradise for lovers
of leisure.

Colony Palms
Originally a motor inn, Colony Palms reopened in
2007 after extensive renovations

If the Colony Palms Hotel’s original
owner, a bootlegger from Detroit named Al
Wertheimer, were to pull up in front of the
speakeasy he opened in 1936, he would be
awed and absolutely delighted.

572 N Indian Canyon Drive
Palm Springs, CA
colonypalmshotel.com
760-969-1800

Add in the sexy see-and-be-seen Purple Palm
restaurant, known for its first-rate fresh Mediterranean
cuisine and delicious hand-crafted cocktails and it all
but ensures you’ll only have to leave the property when
it’s (sadly) time to check out.

How could he not?
What was once a speakeasy and brothel,
then, after Prohibition, became the Howard Manor, a
destination hotel visited regularly by the haute monde
of the era, has been transformed into one of the hippest,
stylish, and posh destination hotels in all of California.
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An al fresco hand crafted cocktail is de rigueur.

The grand metamorphosis took place in 2007 when
the structure was completely stripped of its faded past
and rehabilitated into the tastefully exotic and charming
hotel you see today. The new look is equal parts old-

One vestige of the hotel’s gangster past has been
retained, though greatly upgraded. That is the bar. The
cocktail list is a playful homage to the rum running
members of the Purple Palm gang who spent many a
hot, desert night carousing in the speakeasy operated
under the hotel.

A perfectly chic hideaway for a glam relaxing vacation
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